Sir, Metastasis from urological tumors is common, but skin metastasis is uncommon. It is important to keep skin metastasis as a differential diagnosis in cases of primary urological tumors because it helps in the diagnosis, staging, and proper treatment. Here, we report on two cases that illustrate these issues.
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CASE 1
A 55-year-old man presented with hematuria for 2 weeks. Systemic examination was normal. Cystoscopy revealed a proliferative lesion in the lateral wall of the urinary bladder. Histopathology revealed a muscle invasive grade-II transitional cell carcinoma. CT scan of the abdomen and pelvis showed a mass in the lateral wall of the urinary bladder and pelvic lymphadenopathy.
Neoadjuvant chemotherapy was planned and he was started on 1200 mg/m 2 gemcitabine and 80 mg/m 2 cisplatin every 3 weeks. Re-evaluation with a CT scan of the abdomen and pelvis after three cycles of chemotherapy showed regression of the lesion. At the same time he developed a nodular swelling on the right arm. On examination, it was a slightly reddish, smoothsurfaced nodule, 1-1.5 cm in size, with central crusting on the lower half of the right arm. It was firm-to-hard, nontender, and nonadherent to the underlying structures ( Figure 1 ). Fine-needle aspiration cytology (FNAC) was suggestive of a metastatic carcinoma from the urinary bladder ( Figure 2 ). He was offered second-line chemotherapy but the patient refused further chemotherapy.
CASE 2
A 49-year-old man presented with abdominal pain and swelling in the left postauricular area for 4 months. CT scan of the abdomen showed a mass in the left kidney extending outside the capsule with thrombosis in the inferior vena cava. Subsequently, a trucut biopsy was done and was reported as renal cell carcinoma. He was then referred to our hospital for further management.
Examination revealed a purple, smooth-surfaced, nontender nodule, 3-4 cm in size, behind the left ear.
It was fixed to the underlying structures and mimicked a cutaneous hemangioma. FNAC of the lesion showed a metastatic carcinoma from the kidney. The patient was given three cycles of chemotherapy with vinblastine but did not respond to it.
D I S C U S S I O N
Urologic tumors most commonly metastasize to the regional lymph nodes, liver, lung, and bone. Apart from a drug eruption and opportunistic infections, the differential diagnosis of an eruption in patients with a genitourinary cancer should include cutaneous metastasis because, though rare (the incidence for urologic tumors is 0.73%), [1] a delay in the diagnosis is common and leads to ineffective treatment. Skin metastasis is usually associated with advanced disease and sometimes it may be the initial sign of visceral dissemination as seen in both the cases presented here.
[2] The skin lesions helped in confirming the progression of disease in one of our patients and the metastatic nature of the disease in the other.
Net Letter
The commonest sites of metastasis from renal cell carcinoma are the scalp and face, but for urinary tract malignancies it is the abdominal skin. [1, 3] Most patients have at least one other systemic site of metastasis but in both our patients the skin was the only site. The most common manifestation of cutaneous metastasis is urticaria and a nonspecific rash, but patients can present with nodular and papular lesions. One of our patients had a nodule surmounted by a pustule, whereas the other one had a purple nodule resembling a cutaneous hemangioma. [1] Histologically, cutaneous metastasis predominantly involves the dermis. Metastatic lesions often preserve histologic similarities with the primary lesion. The prognosis of patients with skin metastasis from urologic tumors is poor; they usually die within 6 months of diagnosis. Patients with cutaneous metastasis are usually treated with a palliative intent, but rarely surgical excision, radiotherapy, or both are utilized. [4] These cases are being presented for their rarity and to emphasize that skin metastasis should be considered in the differential diagnosis of skin lesions in patients with a urological tumor.
